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Rahul likes to call himself a seeker - a seeker of varied learning
and life experiences. He was born in a small village in the Seoni
district of Madhya Pradesh. After schooling, he volunteered in
different spaces. His passion for education and exposure
developed from then. Later, he joined a teaching fellowship
program in Nagpur which made him realise what is quality
education and how exposure actually makes children better
learners.

He believes it is necessary for the younger generation to be
aware of the ‘self’ and the ‘world’ around them to bring out a
positive change in society

As part of the 52 Parindey Fellowship, he explored alternative
approaches to enrich youth with the knowledge and experiences
necessary for transformation. His long-term vision is to create
learning spaces for youth who wish to seek, learn and explore
their own selves and the world around them to make conscious
choices about career, life, and society.

https://www.travellersuniversity.org/
https://www.travellersuniversity.org/
https://vikalpsangam.org/
https://www.defindia.org/
https://medium.com/@keeday
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Orientation Workshop at Tribal Health Initiative,
Sittlingi Valley, Tamil Nadu

Anita Ratnam, Bangalore, Karnataka

C Shashank Kalra & Vibhuti Aggarwal, Delhi

D Pushpa Advani, Fatehgarh Sahib, Punjab

E Bapaditya Mukherjee, Kolkata, West Bengal

F Momee Pegu, Majuli, Assam

G Hejang Misao, Saikul, Manipur

J

H Jenpu Rongmei, Dimapur, Nagaland

I Parinita Jain, Delhi

Reflection Workshop at Proto Village, Tekulodu
Village, Andhra Pradesh 



93% Indian students are aware of just 7 career options



Career



Youth Development

Youth Sensitization 

Expression

Emotional intelligence

Career

Gender

Mindsets

Constitution

Relationship

Social issues
Exposure

Experience creation

Self

Skill building

Society

Perspective building

Political Understanding

Alivelihood 
leadership



Uncertainties play a big role in our life 
Learn from lived experiences
Need to work on Human Development 
Create safe spaces 
Working on depth and scale both are
important



"For me, the definition of youth
work is Creating a safe space

for youth to rebel."
 

 - Father Jarry Founder Bosco
Institute, Assam



Insights and reflections 

The balance between self,
work, and personal life 
Flexibility is an art 
Taking Pauses is important



Connections 
Experiences
Learnings 
Stories
Ideas



Alivelihoods



Way forward





Thank You!


